YEAR 12 ANCIENT HISTORY WORK PLAN: Semester 1, 2017 - Ms Newton
UNIT

1

TERM 1 TOPICS

ASSESSMENT

DUE DATE

Category 4 : Response to Stimulus
(Summative)
Some sources seen; others unseen
until the test; Unseen questions
120 minutes
Criteria 2 and 3

Week 8
Wednesday 15th March
Lessons 1 & 2 until 11am

A Study of Political Centrism in Rome (Theme 15)
The development of the Republican system
- Development of the Republican political system
- overthrow of the Etruscan monarchy
- duties within government
- corresponding social and economic situations
- Rome's Expansion - within Italy and the Mediterranean
- concentration of power in the hands of an aristocratic minority

2

Impact of the people who challenged the Republic
- factors that caused change eg latifundia, Lex Claudia, slavery, growth of trade
- impact of three main reformers - Tiberius and Gauis Gracchi
- Julius Caesar
- nature of government and Roman society to provide background into their actions
and possible motives
-impact of inability of government to change

UNIT

TERM 2 TOPICS
Impact of the people who challenged the Republic continues in Term 2

Category 2: Written research task
(Summative)
1500 words, up to 2000 words
Completion of research journal
4-5 weeks of student’s own time
Criteria 1, 2, 3

ASSESSMENT
Category 2 task ( as above)

3

Recentralisation of power under Augustus
- characteristics of Roman society at the assassination of Julius Caesar
- reasons for the rule by Augustus
- methods he used to gain power and recentralise power
- similarities and differences in the strategies and methods he used in comparison to
those employed by Julius Caesar
- examination of the creation of a diarchy
- impact of this new style of government on Rome and her empire

Category 1: Extended written
response to historical evidence
(Summative)
Some source seen; others unseen
until the test; Hypothesis to be
determined and proved in response
to an unseen question; 120 minutes
600-800 words
Criteria 2 and 3

DUE DATE
Week 10
Wednesday 21st June

Term 3

This work plan was last updated on Tuesday, 30 May 2017. The contents are subject to change – students will be advised in advance of any changes - regularly check for updates.

